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Hawkwing's J
Journe
ourneyy

by Geronimo Stilton

by Erin Hunter

Geronimo, Petunia, Benjamin, Trap and
Bruce join explorer Roald Amunden's
expedition to the South Pole in 1911, an
adventure that takes them from Norway
through Portugal to the Bay of Whales in
Antarctica.

An adventure set just before the events of
the Vision of Shadows series follows the
efforts of SkyClan deputy Hawkwing to
reunite the scattered SkyClan cats in
ways that shape all five warrior Clans.

Dog's Best F
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riend

Robo
obott R
Re
evolution
by James Patterson

by James Patterson
Spotting his grandmother standing in line
at the local soup kitchen, Rafe decides to
start a dog-walking business that he
hopes will become a huge moneymaking empire to help his struggling
family.

When his underappreciated mechanical
helpers cause chaos by going on strike
while his mother is distracted by a topsecret project, Sammy and his sister
struggle to keep the peace until the truth
about the project can be revealed.
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Lost in T
Time
ime
by Geronimo Stilton
When his friend, Professor Paws von Volt,
is lost in time during a trip into the past to
prove the authenticity of an Egyptian
artifact, Geronimo Stilton and his
companions board the professor's time
machine.

by Kate DiCamillo
Tiring of doing everything that bossy
Eugenia tells her to do, Baby Lincoln
embarks on a Necessary Journey of
imagination and self-discovery.
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Rumble o
off the Coast
Coaster
er Ghost

by Sam Hay

by Troy Cummings
Disappointed by a field trip to Safety
Land, where rides are slow and boring,
Alexander learns from a strange
magician that the park has a haunted
roller coaster, a claim that is supported
by odd scratch marks and other clues.

Stella discovers that her new glasses are
magic, allowing her to see the knitknotters--night sprites that are flitting
around town tyeing knots in children's
hair so they need haircuts. Stella comes
up with a plan to deal with the
mischievous fairies

The Goat Who Chew
Chewed
ed T
Too
oo
Much

Freddie's Shado
Shadow
w Car
Cards
ds
by Jessica Brody

by Tom Angleberger

When her hopes of joining the acapella
group at Auradon Prep are dashed,
voodoo witch doctor's daughter Freddie
uses her Shadow Cards to get her way,
with unexpected consequences.

When he loses a crime-solving partner to
a master criminal who is also threatening
the city, Flytrap engages in a wacky
investigation to clear the name of his
goat sidekick, Nina.
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